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Students Win
Scholarships For
Second Time
Four Clemson Students have
been selected by the College
Scholarship committee to receive
the scholarships established by
the Interchemical Corporation.
Thomas E. Boyce, a textile engineering senior from Joanna,
and Henry R. Kuemmerer, a
chemistry senior of Walhalla,
were re-awarded the scholarRONNIE RIETDORF
BOB EKWIN
TOM ANDERSON
JOHN WELLS
ships having held them as juniors during the last school year.
Receiving the scholarships for
the first time were Richard P.
Hogner of Greenville and Edmund B. Jones of Columbia,
bpth juniors in industrial physics.
These recipients will each receive $250 to defray their expenses during the current school
Final plans are beginning to
year.
The Interchemical Corpora- shape up for Clemson's first
In the freshman elections for class officers and repretion established the scholarship Stunt Night to be held November
sentatives to the Student Assembly Tuesday, October 11,
fund at Clemson in 1953 to aid 1 at 8:00 p. m. in the College
worthy students in textile chem- Chapel. A variety of entertainBobby Erwin was chosen to head the freshman class.
cracking, the old and new members joined in istry, textile engineering, gen- ment will be furnished featuring
The old members of the Senior Platoon reTommy Anderson was elected
ceived their just award Monday night during a battle royal. (Photo by Trimmier.)
eral chemistry, physics or other selections from various clubs and
vice-president; John Wells, secAn election board has been apcampus
celebrities.
"Rookie Day". With eggs flying and paddles
related fields. The awards are
retary, and Ronnie Reitdorf,
Clubs which have already in- pointed by the Executive Commade on the basis of need,
treasurer.
scholarship, ability, character dicated interest and will present mittee, in accordance with the
The
class
representatives
skits
are:
Alphi
Psi
Omega,
Glee
and leadership potential.
Constitution. The duties of this
which were chosen are Joe Cox,
All of the winners this year Club, Mu Beta Psi, ASAE, Bap- temporary five-man board are to
Jimmy Smith, Tony Vickers,
are honor students. Both Hog- tist Student Union, Canterbury supervise elections, to maintain
Jimmy Wells and Billy Wylie.
Club,
Society
of
Military
Enginer and Jones are married men
The election returns are posted in
fair
policies,
to
keep
an
eye
on
neers,
and
Blue
Key.
The Dorchester-Clemson Club, with children.
The Clemson and Carolina room E-409 and the canteen.
At the regular meeting of the Student Assembly this one of the newest county clubs
Alpha Psi Omega, campus dra- everything concerned with the Blue Key fraternities are coThe campaigning was intense
matic fraternity, will sponsor the elections, and to count the bal- sponsoring an informal dance at during the week but became
week a number of amendments to the constitution were on the campus, held its first
program and will offer a perma- lots.
Carolina on Wednesday night, more so as the elections drew
proposed. In order for these amendments to become law, meeting of the school year on
nent loving cup and bronze
The members of the Board are October 19. This dance will fol- nearer. All of the candidates
Tuesday,
October
11.
The
club
they must be printed in two editions of the TIGER and
plaque to the winner. Plans are
John Duffy, of the Student Body; low the Clemson-Carolina fresh- were active in campaigning.
also under way to award cash
must pass by a two-thirds majority vote of the student has a membership of eighteen
man game, to be played at 8:00 They displayed posters, distribprizes to the winner and run- John Rogers, of the Student p. m., Wednesday night.
Dorchester County students.
uted cards, and paid personal
body.
Assembly; Les McCraw, a senior;
The Sophomore "Y" Council ner-up.
At the first meeting initiaThe new Student Union Bnild- visits to the rooms of the rats.
These proposed amendments are:
The results were close and
Judges will be announced for Bill DuBose, a junior; and Noro- ing at Carolina, the Russell
tion plans were completed for met for the first time in their
Article 1
newly acquired clubroom down- this event later. Each skit will ville Spearman, a sophomore.
House, will be the scene of this might have been changed if more
the
following
pledges:
^layrant
Section 2. The President of the
stairs in the Y. M. C. A. The last approximately fifteen min
... It shall be the duty of
annual dance event. Music will had voted. Approximately four
Student Body shall be a member the Senior Council to recom- Simons, Jr., industrial physics meeting was called to order by utes. Any interested organizabe provided by Tony Torre. The hundred and twenty of the one
of either the Junior or Senior mend to the Dean of Student Af- major from Summerville; Tony the president, C. G. Hughes. tion on the campus is asked to
hours for the dance are 10:00 p. thousand three hundred and forClass provided he becomes a fairs punishment of any student Heaton, mechanical engineering Chaplain Hugh McLaurin pre- contact Mr. Roy Cooper in the
m.-l:00 a. m. The
admission ty-one freshmen voted or about
Senior no later than the Febru- for conduct that would tend to student
thirty-one per cent of the class.
will be $1.00, stag or drag.
from
Summerville; sented the devotional. Hugh then Student Affairs Office not later
ary following his election; he bring discredit upon the student
introduced the speaker, Prof. than 4:00 p. m., October 14, 1955.
shall have a minimum cumula- body of Clemson or upon the Kenneth Heaton, civil engineer- Ben Goodale.
ing student from St. George;
tive grade point ratio of 2.5.
college.
The annual Fall Convention of
Prof. Goodale gave a timely
More details of the distribution procedure and regulaCHANGE:
Lewis
Jordan, pre-medical stu- and interesting talk on the
Section 2. The Senior Council
the State Association of Cantertions regarding the use of Clemson-Carolina game tickets
. . . .; he shall have a mini- shall be composed of seven dent from St. George; Dexter "Danger Signals" of life. The
bury Clubs will be held the
mum cumulative grade point members elected by the Student
were released this week by Mr. E. P. Willimon, business
Rickenbaker, mechanical engi- speaker also stated that the disweekend of Oct. 14, 15, and 16,
ratio of 2.0.
Body and two Ex-officio mem- neering student from St. George; ciplinary problems at Clemson
manager of athletics.
Section 7. The Vice-President bers. The Ex-officio members
are small compared to other
The Block and Bridle Club at Rock Hill, S. C. The conStudent ticket receipts will be exchanged for seat tickof the Student Body shall- be a shall be the Vice-President of Buddy Pendarvis, pre-veterinary large colleges and universities
initiated new members Tuesday ference will officially open at
Junior or a Senior; he shall be the Senibr Class, and the high- science student from St. George; in this area. However, the disets
at the gate to the Carolina stadium. Each student will
night, October 11. Any under- 4:30 p. m., Friday, with registra
required to have a minimum est ranking Cadet Officer in the Randolph Smith, pre-forestry cipline at Clemson could stand
graduate interested in the animal tion in the Parish House of the be required to present his identification card at the time
cumulative grade point ratio of College Cadet Corps who qualiindustry was eligible for memstudent
from
Summerville; a great bit of improvement.
2.5. His term of office shall fies under Article II, Section 3.
Church of Our Saviour and will he picks up the seat tickets. There will be four lines leadbership in this national club.
Following
Prof.
Goodales'
Jackie
Crook,
civil
engineering
commence in September followThe purpose of the Block and close after Church on Sunday. A ing into the stadiuhm, two each through gates eight and
student from St. George; and talk, various club business was
ing his election in the preceding CHANGE:
discussed,
and
Hughes
closed
the
Bridle
Club is to further the so- fee of $3.50 per person will nine. Above each gate will be a placard giving the numThe Senior Council shall be George Tupper, dairying stuApril and shall expire at the
meeting.
cial, scholastic and cultural ac- cover the expenses for the en- bers of the student receipts that should be presented for
composed of eight members
end of the school year.
dent from Summerville.
tivities of the students by work- tire weekend.
elected
by
the
Student
Body
and
The
next
meeting
will
be
held
CHANGE:
The
officers
of
the
club
are
ing
together and in cooperation . The theme of the conference. tickets at that particular gate.
in the clubroom, Monday, Oct.
The Vice-President of the Stu- one Ex-officio member. The ExThe stadium gates will open at eleven a. m., rather
with
the animal husbandry fac- "Christian ' Witness," will be
dent Body shall be a Junior or officio member shall be the McCoy Johnston, president; Le- 17. Any sophomores interested
presented and developed in sev
ulty.
■
Vice-President
of
the
Senior
in
joining
the
Sophomore
"Y"
than
at noon as previously announced. Students
grand
King,
vice-president;
Gene
a Senior; he shall be required
The following new members eral talks by the Rev. Moultrie
to have a minimum cumulative Class.
Kize, secretary; B. J. Heaton, Council are invited to attend
should
be prepared to stay within the stad»um once
Mclntosh,
a
former
missionary
were initiated into the Block and
grade point ratio of 2.0.
Section 3. Eligibility for mem- treasurer; Brunson Westbury, this meeting.
they
enter;
no person can leave and return by preBridle Club Tuesday night: W. to Nicaragua and currently the
Article II
bership to the Senior Council is
social chairman; George Knight,
B.- Richey, T. N. Rogers, R. H. Episcopal Student Worker at
senting
a
ticket
stubSection 1. The judiciary and limited to students who are
Hammond, W. L. McGee, Jr., R. Coker College. The conference
disciplinary power of the student members of the Senior Class at chaplain; and Lewis Jordan, reAt
each
gate
there
will be individuals from each class
C. Sherrod, J. M. Reynolds, A. members will also take an active
government to deal with offenses the time of entrance to such of- porter.
H. Pitts, G. T. Sandifer, J. R. part in the presentation of the who are acquainted with the members of that class- These
of students other than those fice. Any member shall have a
Abies, E. N. Miller, J D. Wilk- theme, as they will perform people will check to make sure there are no illegal ennormally under the jurisdiction minimum cumulative grade point
ins, J S. Wigington, J. B. Wil- original skits on the various
of the administrative, academic, ratio of 2.5.
tries. Any person who has an incorrect ticket will be derr liams, H. A. O'Cain, C. B. Mur- spheres of Christian witness.
or military authorities of the CHANGE:
The conference members are layed in entering the stadium.
phy, and D. B. Clark.
college shall be vested in the
invited to a formal dance at
. . , Any member shall have a
Any person who signs for a ticket and does not use it
The Clemson Little Theatre
Senior Council. This body shall minimum
Winthrop on Saturday night,
cumulative grade
will open its season with a 115 Clemson Men
try cases involving misdemeanpersonally
or tries to let someone else use it, will be turned
for which the admission will be
point ratio of 2.0.
comedy "The Tender Trap".
ors under its jurisdiction. It
$1.00,
stag;
$1.50,
couple.
over
to
the
Senior Council, for any action it may desire.
Section 5. Nominations for the
The Production is not a stero- Expected At BSU
shall be the duty of the Senior
Senior
Council
shall
be
made
at
It
was
emphasized
by Mr. Willimon that students do
typed
comedy,
but
'is
designed
Council to recommend to the
Convention Nov. 4
for adult entertainment.
not
actually
buy
any
Carolina game tickets, except
President of the College punish- the meeting of the Student Body
The B. S. U. held its weekly
ment of any student for conduct set forth under Article 1, Seer
The story is about a girl who meeting last night at 6:15. Dan
date
tickets,
and
that
there
should be no question of
that would tend to bring dis- tion 4, immediately following
wants marriage instead of a ca- McGee, a student at Furman
the
student
wanting
to
"sell
a ticket that he has paid
the
nominations,
for
candidates
credit upon the student body of
reer and a "playboy" who is a University and state B. S. U.
The Central Dance Association
for President and Vice-Presifor."
Each
student
at
Clemson
pays an activities fee
Clemson or upon the college.
confirmed bachelor.
president, was introduced by of Clemson College, which spon
(Conttinued on page 3)
CHANGE:
Mr. R. E. Ware, who directed Lawrence Starkey, Clemson stu- sored the Rat Hop, has contractin his tuition. This activities fee is used to pay for the
the comedy "See How They dent. Mr. McGee promoted the ed Ralph Marterie to play for
concert programs, the recreational facilities of the
Run" last season, will also di- State B. S. U. Convention to be the Homecoming dances on No
college, etc. Only $6.50 of the activities fee goes to
rect this production. The Pro- held at Spartanburg on Nov. 4-6. vember 11 and 12. This is the
the
Athletic Department; in return, the student is givducer is Dr. Gilbert Miller. They Clemson intends to have 115 first time that he has appeared
The TAPS photographers will return to the campus on
are looking for as many new Baptist students at the conven- at a Clemson dance. Plans for
en
entrance
to all home games and receives one ticket
Monday to complete Senior class and special club pictures.
the dance are indefinite but will
faces as possible from the stu- tion.
to
the
Carolina
game for his own. A portion of the ac•
dent body.
Orientation
speeches
were be announced soon.
The hours will be from 1 until 5 and from 6 until 9 MonRalph Marterie's band was votivities
fee
going
to the Athletic Department h also
The
drive
for
new
members
is
made
by
the
B.
S.
U.
Executive
day. This will be the last chance for students to have
now in full swing. The aim- of Council, which includes Jimmy ted "America's Best" by a juke
used
for
the
maintenance
of equipment, expenses of
these pictures made. All seniors and members of the
the group is to have five hun- Young, John Henry Turner, Jim- box operators poll in 1954. He
running
the
team,
etc.
dred new students join. Season my Ballew, Joe Watson, Perry records for Mercury Records,
Scabbard and Blade, Arnold Air Society, Pershing Rifles,
and is famous for such recordings
Students are urged to read the signed statement on each
Senior Platoon, 4th Reg't Hq. Pershing Rilfes and all R. This week the junior class will tickets cost one dollar for stu- Sprawls, Leroy Bryant, Walter as
"Caravan", "Pretend", "Crazy identification card regarding the use of tickets and privbegin the sale of copies of the dents and two dollars for adults. Knight, Don Quattlebaum, HeyO. T. C. Reg't. Staff, Bn. Staff, and Co. Commanders are
Man Crazy", "Skokiaan", "Blue
familiar picture shown above. With the purchase of a season ward amsey, obert McDaniel and
ileges.
Magic" and others.
urged to come in on Monday if they plan to be represented The picture first appeared on ticket one automatically be- Frank Lundy.
comes
a
member
of
the
group.
in TAPS.
the cover of the 1950 TAPS and The admission at the door will
Also, all non-dormitory students being represented in is probably the most popular pic- be one dollar.
the Senior Class Section are again urged to get Senior ture of the Clemson Tiger known The Little Theatre is planning
to present five plays this season,
Information blanks from Mr. Rimmer in the Dormitory to Clemson men.
the
first of which will be in late
Manager's Office on the Loggia. These blanks must be These large, colorful prints November.
bearing
the
well-known
Hunter,
turned in by Saturday of this week if the information is
"This time the Gamecock will followed by a funeral procession and organized the Senior Pla- begin. They will also maintain a
'49
in
the
corner
are
suitable
for
be
buried so deep that he will to the vacant lot beside the field toon which became recognized as guard of the statue to keep it
to be used with the student's picture in the Senior Section.
Square And Compass never
framing and would be equally
rise again," predicts Frank house. Here a bonfire will be one of the nation's finest fancy from being painted by some
The deadline for returning club contracts to the TAPS
rampaging "Roosters." CouncilB.
"Gator"
Farr, who has ac- lighted and the rooster cremated. drill units.
Plan
Club
Elections
attractive in the college room or
Later as a major he returned ors will be notified about the deoffice has been set at Friday, October 28. All clubs are the family den.
Eddie
Andrews
stated
that
cepted
an
invitation
to
bury
the
The Square and Compass Club
"the attendance at the pep rally to serve his alma mater as the tails at a later date.
asked to cooperate with the TAPS staff by returning these A junior class committee head- will hold an important meeting "Gamecock" on October 18.
There will also be a pep meetcomplete with casket, corpse, was poor last year, and if you assistant to the PMS&T of the
on
Thursday,
October
13,
at
6:15
ed
by
John
Henry
Turner
is
in
contracts before the deadline. . Club presidents are also
military staff from 1940 to 1942. ing at Columbia on Thursday
have
not
seen
'Gator'
in
the
past
pallbearers,
sermon
preached
p.
m,.
The
election
of
new
officharge of sales. The pictures
urged to turn in all club information for TAPS writeups will be sold throughout the cers is scheduled for this meet- from a Sears, Roebuck cata- you should see him this year, be- He now lives in Groveland, Fla. morning at eleven o'clock. More
as soon as possible.
Twenty-four
hours
before information about the place for
dorms for several weeks by the ing, and all members are urged logue, and all the trimmings cause he is really something to
members
of the junior class and to attend. Also, plans for a de- that ordinarily accompany such see."
school is out the Rats will begin the rally will be announced beThe TAPS office is located on the 4th floor of the StuMr. Farr is a graduate of
a ceremony.
will also be sold on the Loggia gree team will be discussed.
beating drums and will continue fore school is dismissed for the
dent Center and is open each week night after 8 o'clock. preceding the
The occasion will begin with a Clemson in the class of 1930. He
The meeting will be held at the
Homecoming
to beat them until the holidays holidays.
held
the
rank
of
cadet
colonal
pep rally in the amphitheater
Information may also be mailed to TAPS, Box 3566.
Lodge Hall, Clemson.
game.

Erwin Heads Freshmen

Stunt Night Is
Planned Nov. 1st

Anderson Named Vice-President;
Wells Secretary.; Reitdorff Treas.
Election Board
Is Appointed

Carolina-Clemson
Key Clubs Sponsor
Dance After Game

Dorchesler-Clemspn
Amendments Are Proposed
To Student Body Constitution Club Is Organized

Prof. Goodale
Speaks To Soph.
YMCA Council

State Association
Of Canterbury
Clubs Hold Meet

CAROLINA TICKETS

Block And Bridle
Inducts Sixteen

Little Theatre To
Open Season With
"The tender Trap

Marterie Plays
For Homecoming

TAPS NOTICE

Monday Begins Sale
Of Tiger Pictures

Gator Farr Returns To Clemson To Bury
Carolina Gamecock In Gigantic Pep Rally
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Who Is Right About Tickets?
Administration Or Students?
THERE has been quite an uproar during the past two
weeks about the ticket situation for the Carolina game.
The student body has come forth with numerous accusations about the matter. Few hold water and the remainder
are rather incoherent at times. But there are some that
are true.
The student body was definitely surprised with the
news of the new method of handling the tickets this year.
True, there was some advance warning about the distribution but many questions were left unanswered.
No
one seemed to have the answers to these questions and
many people were quite upset about their plans for the
State Fair holidays. Maybe next time more complete information will be given.
One of the main arguments that the student seems to
have is that they should have a ticket to the game and be
allowed to do what they want to with it. What many students do not know is that they do not pay $4.80 for these
tickets. No Clemson student is deprived of the opportunity to go to the State Fair game. Many do not choose to
go for reasons of their own and yet they want to sell a
ticket which they did not buy and pocket the money. By
"scalping" these tickets, many students are depriving their
fellow classmates of obtaining a date ticket to take his
girl, a member of his family, or a close friend. Is this
fair? There is a statement on every students identification card which should be read by all.
Another fault the student body has found with the new
idea is that it will take forever to get into the Carolina stadium to see the game. Many think that they will have
to get in line the night before to get their seats. But who
knows how fast the lines will move?Has anyone positive
knowledge that the lines will move slow? The administration has said that there will be no bottleneck. The
mechanics have been worked out and the lines should
flow through smoothly. If every student has his receipt
stubs and ID card ready there should be no delay. Why
not wait until after the game to gripe about the bottleneck?? It might be a wise thing to do.
The student body has complained bitterly about this
year's distribution of tickets. Yet they have done it behind closed doors and in small groups. No one has tried
to find out the answers to these perplexing questions. Why
doesn't the student assembly have an open forum and
have a member of the administration give some answers
and answer some questions? Nothing can be accomplished by talking among yourselves. If you are wrong, you
have no right to gripe. But if you are right, get together
and prove it to somebody besides each other. But just
make sure you are right. This does not apply to the ticket
situation alone.

On Campus MaxQhokan
with

(Author of '-Barefoot Boy With Cheek," etc.)

THE PEN IS MIGHTIER THAN THE SMOOCH
Back in my courting days (the raccoon coat was all the rage,
everybody was singing Good Morning, Mr. Zip, Zip, Zip and
young Bonaparte had just left Corsica) back, I say, in my courting days, the standard way to melt a girl's heart was to write
poetry to her.
Young men today have abandoned this gambit, and I must
say I don't understand why. Nothing is quite as effective as
poetry for moving a difficult girl. What's more, poems are
ridiculously easy to write. The range of subject matter is endless. You can write a poem about a girl's hair, her eyes, her nose,
her lips, her teeth, her walk, her talk, her clothes, her shoes—
anything at all. Indeed, one of my most lambent love lyrics was
called To Maud's Pencil Box. It went like this:
In your dear little leatherette pencil box
Are pencils of yellow and red,
And if you don't tell me you love me soon,
I'll hit you on top of the head.
Honesty compels me to admit that this poem fell short of
success. Nothing daunted, I wrote another one. This time I
pulled a switch; I threatened myself instead of Maud.
Oh, Maud, pray stop this drivel
And tell me you'll be mine,
For my sweetbreads they do shrivel
And wind around my spine.
My he'art doth cease its beating.
My spleen uncoils and warps.
My liver stops secreting.
Soon I needs be a corpse.
When this heart-rending ballad failed to move Maud, I could
jily conclude that she was cruel and heartless and that I was
better off without her. Accordingly, I took back my Hi-Y pin,
bid her adieu, and have not clapped eyes upon her since. Last I,
heard of her, she was in North Scituate, Rhode Island, working
as a clam sorter.

TALK OF THE TOWN.

i mMi

By Charles Sanders

5AY5 Y£5?

DON'T GET ME WRONG, BUT .

Ifoses Lose Heads Over Nothing
Fire Nozzles Now Collector's Items
MYSTERY OF THE WEEK

ORCHIDS OF THE WEEK

Are they used only for calling the milermo bird? Are they being melted down and
sold for scrap? Are people all switching
over to high-pressure hoses for their lawns
these days? Are they better funnels than
the standard glass variety? To put it bluntly, just what the heck is the attraction of
those fire-nozzles that people are collecting these days?

Last Saturday night, in a fog-filled football stadium, from the dank, dark depth
of the soggy stands came a thrilling cry:
"Go get 'em, Tigers!" The sound seemed
to emanate from a cluster of orange heads,
but when the fog cleared a little it was our
pleasure to see the freshmen who attended
the game sitting in a group and cheering
lustily for the Tiger Cub team.

It's true that the current rage in home
decorations is for things utilitarian, but
after all, a hose nozzle isn't THAT useful.
Nobody wants a milermo molting on the
floors, the scrap isn't worth eleven cents
(the current per capita market rate of
nozzles), very few people in this part of
the backwoods water their lawns in the witer anyhow, and as funnels, the delivery
rate of nozzles is strictly limited.

It was a distinct pleasure to see the freshmen put on a display of spirit such as this.
It used to be a popular campus supposition
that the freshmen would cheer and yell only at the forcible urging of an upperclassman. We are pleased to see that this is a
supposition not founded on fact. Those
freshmen who raised a little cain at the rat
game are to be commended, and the rest of
the freshmen would do well to follow their
spirited example. And it might not hurt
a few other people of, shall we say, the upper classes, to go forth and do in a similar
manner.

Now of course we could explain the
disappearance of the hose pieces by saying
they were made of a metal which vaporized in the normal Clemson atmosphere
(thick fog) or that water trickled on them
and shrunk them out of recognizable shape,
but that would be just slightly more ridiculous than saying that somebody possessed
of ordinary
college-level intelligence
would
take
the
objects
with no reasonable
ANDERSON
purpose
in
mind.
No,
there
must be some
You might say, "Well, why be a member
less
fantastic
explanation
for
the fact that
of the platoon if it is such a headache?"
hose nozzles are missing all over the place.
The Senior Platoon is built on the strongest foundation you can have—PRIDE, and We would like to propose that a comit is human nature to put pride above ev- mittee be formed out of disinterested students (i.e. students who haven't had to
erything else.
shell out for misplaced college property)
While, we are making comparisons with if a sufficient number thereof can be
the band, let me ask you this. Which or- found^ This committee would bear some
ganization is the most unique? Although title such as "Committee for the Location
and Repatriation of Displaced Hose Nozour band may be the best, basically,- it is
zles" and would have the job of uncoverno different from any other college or ing and recovering all those nozzles not
high school band in the nation. You don't nearly attached to the end of a hose.
find a Senior Platoon at any other school
Come to think of it, though, a committee
in the nation. People who have seen the such as this is really hardly necessary. So
platoon drill before may think it is "old what if the nozzles are missing? Let them
stuff", but the impression sets deepest in stay gone. After all, increased tuition will
the people who are seeing it for the first absorb the cost of higher insurance rates
imposed because of the deficiency in fire
time.
protection devices. And if we should have
Maybe the Senior Platoon will die even- a fire, all that can burn is a few wooden
tually with the cadet corps being killed, cabinets, and student books, student equipIt
but while it is alive the college should sup- ment, student clothes, and students.
won't
hurt
the
college.
port it rather than treat it like a "red-headed step-child."

Platoon is Dying Financially
But is Not Passing Away Spiritually
By FRANK
—THE DEAD PLATOON
Is the Senior Platoon dead? I pose this
question after hearing various rumors
around the campus from very reliable sources. Are the group of seniors who have
brought so much favorable publicity to the
college fading away? Some sources will
say that the platoon holds as much importance now as it ever has but certain
facts point in the opposite direction.
Evidently the college is not behind the
platoon. They expect or have expected
this organization to make trips, represent
the college arid bring favorable publicity
to the institution with almost no support.
Is this fair to the present members of the
platoon or to the Clemson alumni who
were once members of this drill organization? It is a known fact that the college
sends other organizations on trips as representatives of the college.
Take the band for instance. They get
their expenses paid for every trip they
make. This year is a good example. The
band is receiving an all-expense paid trip
to the Auburn game in Mobile, Alabama,
next month. The Senior Platoon is supposed to make the trip to Roanoke, Virginia, for the V. P. I. game, but there is a
very great probability that this group of
seniors won't get a "red cent" for expenses. I'm not taking a thing away from the
band. It seems to be a well managed organization, but maybe the Senior Platoon
deserves a little credit, too. It's no fun to
"roll out of the sack" every morning at six
and practice drilling. A repeat performance every night after supper makes being
a member of this organization a lot of
work. The fun comes on the trips, but
even this is knocked out when you have to
"sweat" buying a hamburger for dinner or
when you get stalled sixty-nine miles from
nowhere because the gas money has run
out.

—THEY'LL PROBABLY CHAIN US TO
OUR SEATS WHEN WE GET
IN THE GAME
I think by this time that everyone understands and disapproves the Carolina ticket
situation, but evidently it is too late for us
to do anything about if. It seems that officials conveniently announced the ruling
too late for the student body to gripe sufficiently. It may still be time to get one
thing changed—that is the time that we
pick up our tickets. The little placards
that have been distributed around the campus say that tickets will be passed out beginning at 11:00 . With nearly three thousand students having to pick up their tickets before kick-off time, it seems that a
terrific bottleneck will be formed. It seems
that these booths could be opened at least
by ten o'clock.

We would like to get into

the game by halftime at least.

YOU MISSED ONE
True to the prediction in this column
week before last, a harvest was held in the
bush boxes on the upper quadrangle. The
harvesters netted enough grass to tempt a
cow to open her mouth, and enough other
material to poison her if she did.
Now, with the exception of one particularly lusty tomato plant and a number of
small bushes which are supposed to be
there, all of the extraneous plants have
been removed from the bush boxes. If the
students will just quit throwing trash
there, the Department of Cultivation of
Crops in Unusual Places will have it made.
Oh, by the way, it might be a very good
idea for someone in the Higher Offices to
see what he can do about putting a few
trash containers in strategic but inconspicuous spots around the quadrangle so that
the students will have a suitable place to
toss all unusable trash.
WANTED—TO BUY
Hose Nozzles—used or unused. Will pay
premium prices for best specimens. See
the Mangling Editor (Garbled Copy Dept.)
at the TIGER office, any night this week
after eleven.

:-: DISC-O-PATION
There seems to be some confusion about terminology, and
this may be an appropriate time
for some explanation of a few
basic terms that have been tossed around in this column lately.
R and B (Rock and Roll) and
Dixieland jazz are not the same
and please don't confuse them.
They are two extremely opposite
types of music. Rhythm and
Blues has had a great deal of
criticism and rightly so. All of
the better musicians scorn it.
Dixieland, on the other hand, is
played by some bf our finest
musicians. Most of the great
jazz names of today grew up in
an environment of New Orleans
music. A few of these great
personalities are: Louis Armstrong, Jack Teagarten, Jimmy
Dorsey, Eddie Condon, and Ray
Eddridge.
We'll have to admit that the
beginnings were anything but
"esthetic" (if I may be permitted
to use that word). Jazz began
in the speakeasies and cheap
dance halls but wasn't that the

By Mack McDanlei
best way to present the then
new medium to the average
person? It's greatness allowed
it to overcome the powerful and
prudish barrier of prohibition
and the speakeasies were the
only course. It emerged from
these early beginnings and is
now enjoying an era of prestige
and acknowledgement as an esthetic force. Proof of this is
its acceptance by Europe as an
art form and its appearance in
the leading concert halls of the
nation.
■ ■
The latest great on the list of
12" LPS is the one called "Sarah
Vaughan". It's on the Emarcy label and is Sarah at her absolute
best. She sings such great tunes
as Lullaby of Birdland, April in
Paris, He's My Guy, Embraceable You, and September Song.
Trumpeter Les Elgart was
born in New Haven, Conn. He
and his brother, Larry, received
musical training early in life,
thanks to the influence of their
mother, a former concert pian-

ist. When he was still in his
teens, Les auditioned for and
won a job with the late, great
Bunny Berigan. Later he joined
Woody Herman's orchestra, and
then moved over to the musical
staff of the Columbia Broadcasting System. Then, with the idea
of a dance orchestra whirling
around in his head, he resigned,
and organized his present great
group.
One of his more recent recordings is Just One Mora
Dance. It is the kind of music
that dance bands play when the
lights are being dimmed, the
dance is over, and only a few
couples are left on the floor,
stretching out the last pleasant
moments as long as possible,
perhaps with their coats already
on. Some of the tunes in the
album are: Meet Me Tonight In
Dreamland, I Don't Know Why,
Darn That Dream, When Day Is
Done, Night And Day, Stardust,
Dream, I'll Be Seeing Yon, and
I'll See Yon In My Dreams.

A Word To The Wise
By Joe Bowen
I'm sure you have all heard the old say- to pause just a moment each day and give
ing "give credit where credit is due." Cer- thanks to the Giver of these blessings? I
tainly we'll all agree that this should be hardly think so. Is a moment of our time
followed. But is it? Do we take too much too much in turn for the life of Christ? He
-^iie^iwieUia&Wete. it WouM- hametvted.tf- Bhe-haJtit bectvdrjftoJ
for granted as we go through life? Do we gave His life, yet we're only asked to give
But I did not mourn Maud long, for after Maud came Doris- ever slow our pace and take time to enjoy
a few minutes of each day. Surely this is
Doris of the laughing eyes, Doris of the shimmering hair, Doris
not asking too much. What I'm trying to
of the golden tibiae! Within moments of meeting her, I whipped the world around us? We might be amazup a torrent of trochaic tetrameter:
ed with the blessings that we daily en- get across is that we should take a little
Oh, my sweet and dulcet Doris!
counter. Even if we do this, do we then time each day to give thanks. We should
You're gentle as a Philip Morris,
realize where all these blessings come have an individual thanksgiving 365 days
With its mild and rich tobacco
from?
This is what I mean by giving of the year. Certainly if we did we would
And its white and scarlet pack-o,
Both in regular and king-size.
realize what God has given us.
credit where credit is due.
Doris, tell me please your ring size.
The moment of triumph is always very
No, we're too rushed in our daily life to
* Well, of course, the poor girl couldn't resist a poem like thatdangerous because you believe that you
what girl could ?-and she instantly became my slave. For the see such wonders. Yet, we live in a free
have
made your book, your picture, your
rest of the semester she carried my books, washed my car, and country, attend a "great" college and never
cored my apples. There's no telling where it all would have know hunger. We have become so accusdrama, your spmphony, your victory, poor
ended if she hadn't been drafted.
tomed
to
these
things
that
we
forget
their
fool! poor fool! Do you realize that you are
So, men, you can see the efficacy of poetry as an aid to wooing.
Try it soon. All you need is a rhyming dictionary, a quill pen, value. We have made essentials of them
merely the glove on the hand of God?
and a second-hand muse.
CM.I shuiman, 1955 instead of blessings. We haven't time to
Need I say more than repeat, "Do YOU
recognize these blessings because we're too
The makers of PHILIP MORRIS, sponsors of this column, give you
realize
that YOU are merely the glove on
no rhyme, but plenty of reason, for smoking Philip Morris: It's the busy enjoying them.
gentlest, pleasantest cigarette on the market today.
the
hand
of God?"
Do you think it is asking too much of you
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Letters
To
Tom

Student Assembly
By Hugh McLaurin
This is the first in a series of columns concerning happenings in your Student Assembly.
Clemson has gone through, and continues to enter, a
multitude of changes. These innovations have made necessary certain changes in the constitution of the student
body. The absence of the cadet corps is the cause of the
appointment of the eighth member of the Senior Council.
In previous years the cadet officer of highest rank has
served as one of the ex-officio members of the council.
Now instead of electing seven members to the Senior
Council, the amendment will have eight members selected. The Assembly is also presenting for the student
body's approval a change in the required grade-point ratio for Student Government officers. The change is from
2.5 to a 2.0. These and other minor changes will appear
in the TIGER before the student body votes on their ratification.

Dear Tom:
that Lea Salter is still trying so they will stop crying about
During the past few weeks
to
impress people with the fact privileges,
there has been much discussion
—OSCAR SAYS—
as to the attitude and conduct of that he's on TAPS staff. You
the freshmen here on the cam- can stop now "heavy duty" he
that he (Oscar) agrees with
pus. Recently there was a let- (Oscar) is sure everybody
the students, this ticket situater sent to you from "Three Angry Rats." This letter stated that knows, and positive nobody tion is silly. He (Oscar) wonoftentimes two or three in a cares.
ders if next they'll make us sit
crowd could bring discredit to
—OSCAR SAYS—
in our parents' laps at the footmany.
that he (Oscar) hears that ball games.
I'm inclined to believe this Ben (Rowdy) Crowder was in
—OSCAR SAYS—
statement even so much as to rare form at the Rice game. It
add my comments. Possibly my looks as if you are making quite
that Bill (I date Shirley)
way of thinking may conflict a name for yourself.
Hunter is still big dealing. Wise
The possibility of setting up a campus radio station
with those of many who are
up, punk, you're nothing.
—OSCAR SAYS—
above me, but with the good
was discussed by the Assembly. Music and announceAmerican tradition of freedom of
—OSCAR SAYS—
that B. C. (The Slob) Inabinet
ments concerning the students would be the main purspeech I feel that whatever I
and
Bill
((Mr.
Conceited)
O'Dell
that he ((Oscar) sees that
pose of the station. A committee has been set up to
think I have the right to say.
had better come down off of Earl Greene is really playing the
I
don't
feel
that
where
huntheir high horse. .He (Oscar)
look into the cost and many other details concerning
The Cobs being initiated into Block "C live a one of the many clubs initiating on campus this dreds of boys are made to con- thinks you are heading for a part of "The Lover" these past
few weeks.
hard life during initiation. Block "C" is just week. (TIGER photo by Bob Huey.)
the station. The station will be run by the students
form with traditions and rules falL
passed from generation to gene—OSCAR SAYS—
altogether.
—OSCAK SAYS—
ration, one or two should be althat
Marion
(The Converse
lowed to sneak by just because
that he (Oscar) says we'cj betFreshman regulations were read to the Assembly as
they consider themselves above ter beat Carolina. It's been a Casanova) Sams must really be
snowed. She's even got him
approved by Dean of Students Cox. These regulations
those around them.
long time since the Tigers have delivering her letters to Leonard
were presented to the freshmen during an orientation proI am referring to the two in- taken that "Big Thursday."
(Little Jim) Humphries.
By Johnny Blackmon
cidents which have occurred ingram which was directed by the Student Government.
The Presbyterian Student As- volving freshman football play—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—
President of the Student Body Jimmy Humphries, made A Senior Class Project
Anyone who is interested in sociation met on Wednesday ev- ers. Both cases were entirely
that he (Oscar) thinks Billy
that
McCoy
(The Farmer)
ening,
October
5.
The
meeting
comments concerning Clemson's traditions and school Just what is a class project? working on. this committee
uncalled for and one even vio- (4 eyes) Cooper must be walk- Johnson is trying real hard to be
was
at
6:15
p.
m.
at
the
Presbyshould
contact
a
class
officer.
lated the common laws of de- ing in a hole. You get shorter ivy league. Give up Bumpkin,
spirit. Dean Cox opened the meeting and introduced Bill Of course, it is a project, and
terian Church.
cency. This case is well known every year, shrimp.
you'll always be a square.
Rawl. chairman of Senior Council, and Capt. Frank Jer- naturally it is put on by the class; Quite a few projects have al- PSA president, Zane Brock, besides
being past all hopes of
but
to
go
a
little
farther
it
imready
been
suggested.
A
quick
—OSCAR SAYS—
conducted the meeting that was corrective measures. For this
—OSCAR SAYS—
vey. Capt. Jervey gave a brief pep talk. Prof. Hugh Mcplies one hundred per cent co- rundown on' these include: a attended by approximately 25 reason I won't discuss the matter
that Walter (Round Man)
Garity taught the freshmen three Clemson songs. Jimmy
that Wingo (Mama's Boy)
operation and participation by all college swimming pool, an an- students. The program was in
Ramage is getting fatter every Avery looks very good as scarHumphries presented the freshman regulations as passed concerned. Another concept of nual scholarship, sponsoring the charge of Dr. Crouch, minister further.
It seems that one of the fresh- day. Keep eating ''Chow "lound" face. He (Oscar) thinks it's a
by the Student Assembly and approved by Dean Cox. The it would be that it is a project senior platoon (which has al- to Presbyterian students at man players has decided that and you'll catch "King Farouk"
shame they didn't bandage your
who divided the group with the help of his teammates, Roberts.
"rats" received these regulations with a great deal of en- decided upon by the class as a most no outside money), spon- Clemson,
whole head.
into smaller groups for discussion he will not allow his hair to be
thusiasm.
•whole. This is my idea of what soring the cheerleaders, a new of several questions that are im—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—
cut.
If
he
is
not
willing
to
stand
staute for the college, an arch portant to all college students.
a project is.
beside
Clemson
Men
in
their
that
Lynn
(The
Silent
Man)
that
he
(Oscar) hopes to see
The complete organization of the Freshman Council
over the entrances to the colEvery year since we have been lege grounds, a live tiger for a These smaller groups later re- traditions that have made Clem- Hendricks is trying to stay out everyone down in Columbia
assembled
to
compare
their
vais now in progress. Enforcement of the regulations in college and for quite a few college mascot.
son what she is, then he should of this column by behaving. He next Thursday. Also he (Osrious views on the questions. not be a Clemson man.
(Oscar) is glad you're good be- car) will have his pencil and
years before that, the senior
is up to each member of the Student Body. A few deSome of these suggestions are This concluded the evening's
So Tom, I have spoken my cause you're not worth the pad along. So watch out.
class has undertaken as its class good, some not so good. The sup- program.
linquents can ruin a newly establisehd tradition. A
piece for everyone to know "that space.
project the selling of insurance. ply is unlimited and it doesn't
PSA meetings are held every I want Clemson to be a place
report on the delinquents to any member of the Stu—OSCAR SAY5The idea was to sell every senior cost anything to think about Wednesday evening at 6:15 p. that we can all be proud of. I
dent Government can lead to corrective measures.
a policy, and he was to have the them. If you have any ideas, m., and anyone who wishes to truthfully believe that the freshthat he (Oscar) says that
mark them "Senior Class Pro- come is welcome.
men will soon conform to our Billy (Pot Belly) Rawls is getA note of unrest was sounded in the Assembly when first hundred dollars dividends ject" and drop them by room
new ideals as well as some of ting too "Big" to suit him (Osgo to the senior class. If, how- B-608. All will be appreciated,
the new ticket policy for the Carolina-CIemson game
the old ones. When they do, then car).
Spartanburg
County
ever, the senior already .had a and all will be considered. What
Last Thursday evening the
they can call themselves CLEM—OSCAR SAYS—
was announced. A committee was formed to invespolicy or for some other reason, would you like for your class to Club Plans StudentVeterans
Club held their second
SON MEN.
he could give five dollars a year do?
that
the
Rookies
had
a
bad
meeting
of
the year. At the meettigate the reason for the change in policy. If you are for
Sincerely,
Alumni Drop - In
twenty years. At the fifteenth
time last week, but from what ing the by-laws, which are in
Richard D. Pugh
All students from Spartanburg
dissatisfied with the situation, why not see your class reunion the class was to decide
he (Oscar) hears they won the the process of being revised,
County are urged tc attend an
what to do with the money.
representative?
battle Monday.
organizational meeting of the
Basically this is a very good
were discussed. A committee
—OSCAR SAYS—
Clemson - Spartanburg County
idea, but year after year it has
Absentees from Student As.
Marvin Hunter
was set up to begin the revision.
Due
to
State
Fair
Holidays
Club on Monday, October 17. The
failed to produce any large
•embly meetings:
Jimmy Young
The next meeting will be held
that
Johnny
(Bananna
Nose)
meeting will be held in room 1 which start next Wednesday Blackmon is really zero as far
Sept. 21, 1955
amount of participation. It is a
James Ligon
Alpha Zeta, the national hon.
at
6:15 the Thursday following
good idea for a college graduate orary agricultural fraternity on of the Student Center at 6:00 p. at noon, there will be no as a senior class president is
Preston Stokes
Club Representatives
to have an insurance policy, and campus, recently initiated nine m. Plans for a student-alumni TIGER printed next week. concerned. He (Oscar) wishes the State Fair holidays.
Ray Wactor
None
the firm selected was an old and members into the organization. drop-in during the Homecoming The next issue of the TIGER j-ou'd do something helpful for The club advisor is Mr. J. W.
Oct. 5, 1955
Class Representatives
well established company. The The eligibility requirement con- week-end and the annual ChristJoe Edwards
Club Representatives
the poor, pathetic] senior class I Gillespie
will be October 27.
policies offered were very good, sists of a G. P. R. of 3.1 for jun- mas dance will be discussed.
Marvin Hunter
Bill Leitner
and contributing by dividends is
Sept. 28, 1955
Buck Priester
much easier than from the pock- iors and 2.8 for seniors.
Club Representatives
Class Representatives
The following members were
et. But this plan has never workLynn Hendricks
Joe Edwards
initiated: N. L. Huggins, agronoed
very
well
with
usually
less
Powers McElveen
Marvin Hunter
than ten per cent participation. my major from Johnsonville; J.
Buck Priester
Preston Stokes
What young people are doing at General Electric
Some seniors already had poli- D. Hicks, agronomy major from
Class Representatives
Joe Blanford
cies, some preferred another Effingham; B. T. McDaniel,
Joe Edwards
Fred West
company, some felt it was too dairying major from Pickens; J.
much money, and some just did F. Wyman, animal hunbandry,
major from Estill; W. P. DuBose,
not have it to give.
What the class project is and entomology major from Dar(Cottinued from page 1)
how it will be handled will be lington; J. C. Langston, entomoldecided later this year, but I ogy major from Hartsville; R. F.
dent of the Student Body, at CHANGE:
think that whatever it is, every- Burnett, agricultural engineerwhich time those present shall
. . . The number of candidates
I ing major from Greenwood; S.
accept and vote upon such nom- shall not exceed ten (10) and one should take part in it.
would rather see every senior A. Jarvin, agricultural engineerinees. The number of candi- shall be reduced to that number
give a dollar than for twenty to ing major from Sumter; and D.
dates shall not exceed fifteen if necessary by a secret ballot give one hundred dollars each. F. Borchert, vocational agricul(19) and shall be reduced to that before the termination of that I also think that if possible tural education
major from
number if necessary by a secret meeting. The ten (10) nomi- the project should be decided up- Greenville.
ballot before the termination of nees receiving the highest num- on and at least started before we
that meeting. The fifteen (15) ber of votes shall be candidates graduate. Fifteen years from The purposes of the fraternity
nominees receiving the highest for election. Each student pres- now there will be very few of us are to promote the interests of
number of votes shall be candi- ent shall vote for not more than who will be able to return agriculture, the furtherance of
scholarships
in
agricultural
dates for election. Each stu- five (5) nominees.
to Clemson for a reunion.
fields, and to guide the agriculdent present shall vote for not Article IV
There will be a committee apmore than seven (7) nominees.
Section 3. The class officers pointed to suggest and to review tural students now in school.
The germanium transistor—some smaller
CHANGE:
for each class shall consist of suggestions as possible projects
than the eraser end of a pencil and able to
.... The number of candi- a President, a Vice-President, a and the means for raising money.
operate on a few thousandths of a watt
dates shall not exceed sixteen Secretary, and a Treasurer. The!
(16) and shall be reduced to that President of each class shall
—is probably one of the most promising
number if necessary by a secret have the power to call a meeting
developments
in the electronics field today.'
ballot before the termination of of that individual class, with
that meeting. The sixteen (16) the approval of the President of
It opens the way to new midget radios, TV
Dean James H. Sams of the
nominees receiving the highest the College.
sets flat enough to hang on a wall and many
Clemson College School of Ennumber of votes shall be candi- CHANGE:
One phase of Clemson's re gineering is currently playing an
other exciting possibilities.
dates for election. Each student
The class officers for each
present shall vote for not more class shall consist of a President, search in ceramic engineering is important part in two conferOne of the men who helped design and
than eight (8) nominees.
a Vice-President, a Secretary, receiving nationwide attention j ences of national consequence
perfect
these tiny transistors—and the man
to
the
engineering
profession.
and a Treasurer. The President this week at the fall meeting of
Article III
who
is
now head of sales for" all General
Section 2. The Assembly of of each class shall have the the American Ceramic Society
This weekend he is attending
Student Representatives shall power to call a meeting of that being held in St. Louis, Mo.
the twenty-third annual meeting
Electric
germanium products—is James H.
Professor Gilbert C. Robinson, of the Engineers' Council for
consist of three (3) duly elected individual class, with the apSweeney, Manager—Marketing, Semiconrepresentatives from each class proval of the Dean of Students. head of the Ceramic Engineer- Professional Development being
and twenty (20) representatives Section 7. All ballots shall be ing Department at Clemson, is held in Toronto, Canada. Beductor Products Department.
elected by the Council of Club placed in the office of the Pres- giving a paper entitled "A Con- sides attending the administratrol
Laboratory
For
Small
Presidents from its members.
ident of the College for a period
tive and executive sessions, he
Sweeney's Work Interesting, Vital
of twenty-four hours after they Plants". It will disclose some will lead a discussion on student
CHANGE:
As early as 1948, Sweeney was head of a
The Assembly of Student Rep- have been counted. At any- of the new procedures and development in the open session
resentatives shall consist of five time during this period any can- equipment being developed in of the conference.
group that studied the design and possible
the
college's
modern
ceramic
(5) duly elected representatives didate may demand and receive
Next week-end he will go to
uses of germanium products. He gained
from each class and twenty (20) a recount. The post(s) shall be facilities provided by The Olin Washington, D. C, for the anFoundation
to
make
Clemson
a
representatives elected by the filled by the candidate(s) renational recognition for his work in develnual meeting of the National
Council of Club Presidents from ceiving the highest number of leader in the field of ceramic re- Council of State Boards of Enoping and introducing these products to
search and education.
its members.
votes.
This fall meeting of the Amer- gineering Examiners. As chairother industries, and when a new SemiSection 3. After completion of CHANGE:
man of a special committee on
nominations for officers of each
All ballots shall be placed in ican Ceramic Society is held annual meetings he will present
conductor Products Department was formed
class, the floor shall be opened the office of the Dean of Stu- principally for clay products a report to the business session.
in 1953, Sweeney was a natural choice for
for nominations of that class' dent Affairs for a period of manufacturers and most of the Among the subjects to be disrepresentatives on the Assem- twenty-four (24) hours after major plants in this field will cussed at this meeting are unithe job of marketing these products.
bly of Student Representatives. they have been counted. At any be represented.
form examinations for engineersProfessor
Robinson
is
chair25,000 College Graduates at General Electric
The number of candidates shall time during this period any canin-training and professional ratnot exceed six (6) and shall be didate may demand and receive man-elect of this group and will ings, satisfactory qualifying exWhen Sweeney came to General Electric in
reduced to that number if nec- a recount. The post(s) shall be preside over a portion of the perience for registration and
essary by a secret ballot before filled by the candidate(s) re- meeting. Other officers are from registration by endorsement.
1941, he worked in many different departthe termination of that meeting. ceiving a simple majority of the Ceremics Industry.
ments until he finally found the work he
The six (6) nominees receiving votes cast.
wanted to do. Like Sweeney^each of the
the highest number of votes
Section 8 added. The results
shall be candidates for election. of all Student Body Elections
25,000 college-graduate employees is given
Each student present shall vote shall be posted within twentythe chance to grow, to find the work he does
for not more than three (3) nom- four (24) hours after the polls
best, and to realize his full potential. For
have been closed.
inees.
jreenville—

To The Seniors

PSA Holds
Questionaire
For Program

Veteran's Club
Discusses By-Laws

Nine Are Initialed
Into Alpha Zela

NOTICE

AMENDMENTS ARE PROPOSED

Young engineer
pioneers in design
and sales of new
tiny transistors

Dean Sams Plays
Important Role
American Ceramic In Conference

Society Hold Meet

HEYWARD MAHON CO.

CLEMSON SODA SHOP
AND BUS STATION
VARIETY OF BOOKS ON HAND AT ALL TIMES
We Specialize in Sandwich Service

QUALITY CLOTHING FOR
YOUNG MEN
Clemson Headquarters in Greenville
uwwwv

General Electric has long believed this:
When fresh young minds are given the freedom to make progress, everybody benefits
■—the individual, the company, the country.
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

Gamecocks Clash In State Fair Classic
Old Rivals Meet For
54th Annual Game

Wa

TKEH

Thursday, October 20, 1955, marks the 54th anniversary
of the annual State Fair Classic game. This game was begun in 1896, which was the first year that Clemson College
ever fielded a football team.
That year, not much was
known about football, but still Carolina met the Clemson
team.

111'

By Louis Jordan
HOSPITALITY IN HOUSTON
Although the Tigers suffered their first loss of the season
down at Rice, reports have come back through the few that
made the trip, that Rice Institute was one of the most hospitable they ever visited.
This statement goes for both before and after the game.
Several students left Clemson,on the spur of the moment
and had no idea as to where they would stay after they got
to Texas. It seems that some of the Rice students took
them over after they got there and found them places to
stay along with guided tours of the big Texas city.
This was an act of kindness on the part of the Rice students which will always be remembered by the loyal Tiger
rooters who made the long trip.
EVEN A BAND
To show their hospitality before hand, the Rice officials
appointed a high school band to represent Clemson at the
games. It was band day at Rice and the good Texans did
not want Clemson to go unrepresented at the game. They
realized that Clemson College could not afford to send the
Tiger band that far, so they just did what came naturally.
There was only one drawback to the situation. When
questioned before the game as to what sort of music the
band played, the band director informed the Clemson fans
that they played everything but the "TIGER RAG." What
a disappointment this was.
NEWS OF THE WEEK
. Jim Coleman, one of Clemson's strongest halfbacks, has
been running plays from quarterback this week. After
the Rice game Coach Howard announced that, since Don
King will probably see limited action for the rest of the
season as a result of a knee injury in the game, he would
need Jim to strengthen the quarterback position.
Howard says that he was pleased with Bussey's play in
the Rice game, including a 97 yard touchdown drive from
the Clemson three to the Rice goal. "We should do very
well with Charlie Bussey, Coleman, and Bill Barbary,"
Howard says.
BIG MIX-UP
In the Rice game, surprises came fast and furious. One
of the biggest surprises came the following day when the
radio announcers and the sports writers found out that
they had given credit to the wrong man for the Tiger
touchdown.
Charlie Bussey, who had taken King's place, had engineered the touchdown drive from the Tiger three yard
line. On the final scoring punch, Bussey faked a handoff to Bill O'Dell. O'Dell went over the goal line but without the bayy. Charlie then drove through. Although
O'Dell went over it was Bussey who really made the
touchdown.
CHEERLEADERS HAVE THE SPIRIT
Until Thursday afternoon of last week, the Clemson
cheerleaders did not know if they were going to be able
to make the trip to Texas. There has never been any more
fenagling of any one group as the cheerleaders did on that
afternoon. They went to see everybody that could possibly help them get some funds. Finally they succeeded
in talking someone out of a little bit of cash and then proceeded to hunt transportation.
Around six-thirty that afternoon there was a tremen• dous amount of horn blowing behind the dormitories. The
cheerleaders were leading a caravan of cars off to Texas.
Here's hoping that next time these worthy Tiger supporters won't have such a hard time in finding their way
clear to make a trip.
BIG THURSDAY IS HERE AGAIN
Next Thursday afternoon at 2:00 o'clock (Columbia
time), South Carolina's two biggest rivals will meet on the
same old field in Columbia, S. C- This will mark the
53rd meeting of the two teams in the annual State Fair
Classic in a rivalry which began back in 1896.
There was an elapse of six years, 1902 to 1907, when the
two teams did not take the field. In the 52 previous meetings the Tigers have been the victors in 29 of the contests
while the Gamecocks have won only 20. Three of the
tilts have resulted in even scores.
A capacity crowd will certainly be on hand this year, as
in past years, to support the team of their choice. Coach
Howard has had no taste of victory in this great game for
the past six years and will certainly have his charges at
their peak for the coming game.
"GATOR" FARR BURIES THE GAMECOCK
There is a real treat in store for the freshmen this year.
The old students here at Clemson will all know "Gator"
Farr. "Gator" is one of the most avid fans of Clemson.
Each year "Gator" comes to Clemson on the Tuesday night
just before the Clemson-Carolina game. His chief aim is
to "Bury that d—m Gamecock, never to rise again."
"Gator" will preach the Gamecock's last rites at the
pep meeting which will be held in the amphi-theater Tuesday night before the game.
BIG PEP RALLY
Eddie Andrews and his boys (and girls) are planning
one of the biggest Pep Rallies of all times. They want the
students to help them give "Gator" a big reception. Eddie
got a* letter from "Gator" in which he said, and I quote,
"Last year the funeral wasn't as well attended as was some
in the past." Let's get together to make this the best pep
meeting he ever attendedTo do this Eddie wants volunteers to meet on the loggia
next Tuesday afternoon to help decorate the amphi-thea-

Clemson's strength in the Big Thursday game
October 20, will depend greatly upon the backfield. Above is pictured four of Coach Howard's

men who will contribute much to this strength.
They are (left to right) Jim Coleman, Frank
Griffith, Joel Wells. Charlie Bussey kneeling.

Clemson Frosh Meet
Biddies Wednesday

Clemson Roadsters
Travel To Chapel
Coach Covihgton McMillan and his assistants will carry Hill For Contest
their strong freshman team to Columbia, S. C. on the" 19th

of October to engage the Biddies of the University of South
Carolina. Clemson is out to even the score because of the
defeat handed to them last year by the Carolina freshman.
So far this season the Biddies
have remained undefeated. They
A large crowd is expected to
beat North Carolina last week turn out for the freshman game.
by a score of 13-0. Carolina The spectators will certainly see
will be lead by King Dixon and some good football played as
John. Dorsett. Last week against these two unusually strong frosh
the Tar Babies both boy's had a teams battle it out.
51-yard run to their credit.
The Cubs are really getting a
The Cubs are on the rebound good work out in preparation
It is
after dropping their last game for the coming classic.
to Georgia Tech.
Coach Mc- anybody's choice as to what tern
Millan will probably start the -will win, because both teams are
Clemson
same eleven that starter against loaded with talent.
Tech.
Halfback Eudy Hayes can match player for player
and quarterback Ted Moseley with the Biddies of Carolina.
will carry most of the load for
Clemson in the backfield. Buck
Grover will probably give the
same good showing that he has
showed in the two previous
games. In the last game Grover
made several good catches as he
scored two TD's for the Cubs.
Statistics released by the
Coach McMillan has been forService Bureau in
tunate so far this year as none ACC
of his boys have received any Qreensboro show that Joel
serious injuries. The Cubs will Wells, Clemson's hard runbe at full strength for the tilt
ning and sharp defensive
with the USC frosh team.
In last week's game against back, leads the ACC in rushTech the freshmen had some ing with a 6.2 average in four
experience in playing on a foggy
games. Bill O'Dell is second
field.. The field was covered
with a blanket of fog for almost in this department with 4-1
the entire game. A little fog average in 60 rushes.
didn't seem to bother the Cubs
Don King with 272 yards,
too much. They connected with
several short passes. In the Wells with 255, and O'Dell
event the field at Carolina is with 245 are 3, 4, and 5 in the

Wells And O'Dell
Lead In A. C. C.
Game Statistics

foggy on the 19th the Cubs
should feel at home for the time
being.

total offense department.
King is also second in pass(Continued on page 5)

ter. He hopes to have a bon-fire near the stadium.
If
these plans come through, then help will be needed to gather the makings.
If you have nothing to do next Tuesday afternoon, turn
out and help these boys. This is a good way to show the
Tiger team that you are behind them all the way.

0LAN MILLS STUDIO
Announces F >r Students
It's a wonderful bu)

"HIGHLANDER

me
r r

Portra it
in the Man - Size 8x/2 x 11
IT'S NEW - IT'S DIFFERENT - IT'S EXCITING
Here's the good-looking portrait of you that'll get ^op billing back home or anywhere! Finished in the honest, masculine cut of a man's 'face . . . printed on fine Tweed Lustre
portrait board. A regular $5.00 value for only $1.00! Only
OLIN MILLS gives you the Man-sized 8V2 x 11 (not the
commonplace 8 x 10). Only OLAN MILLS . . . through
outstanding offer . . . gives you the portrait of your life . . .
at amazing low cost.
Be On the Lookout For Your Student Represenatives. . . . Find
Out More Details From Him.
LOCATION:

OLAN MILLS
of Chattanooga

The Nation's Studio

ABBOTT'S
MENS SHOP
IN CLEMSON

Oct. 17, 18, 19
12:00 p. m. to 7:00 p. m.

Clemson's cross-country track
team leaves Tigertown next Friday at noon for their second engagement of the season. They
will journey to Chapel Hill, N.
C. to meet the University of
North Carolina Tarheels the following day at 11 o'clock.
So far this year the Tiger
roadsters have met only one
team, this being the Duke Blue
Devils. They defeated the Blue
Devils by having three of the
first four places in the scoring
record.
Jackson is Clemson's
(Continued on page 5)

After many disputed plays,
and much discussion as to what
was right and what was wrong,
the Carolina team won the game
12-6. Next season, the Clemson
men, with more experience,
came back to. defeat the Gamecocks 18-6.
Since that great year which
marked the beginning of a new
era in Clemson sports, the Clemson Tigers have played the Carolina Gamecocks 53 times. There
was only one period in which
the Tigers did not journey to the
Capitol City and encounter the
Carolinians. This was from
1901 until 1907.
Of the 53 games played thus
far, the Country Gentlemen
from the foothills of the Blue
Ridge Mountains have captured
30.
There have been three
games in which neither team
won. Of these three games two
of them saw no score.
The highest score that has
ever been run up in any one of
the annual games was 51 points.
This was made by Clemson in
1900.
Carolina's largest number of points was 33, scored
in 1925 and 1943.
This year, as every" year, a
capacity crowd is to be on hand
in the 34,000 seat Carolina Stadium after they watched Carolina down Clemson 13-8 in their
last mteeting.
Clemson goes into the 1955
game with a 3 win -1 loss record
again a 2 win 2 loss record for
the Carolina team. Clemson has
beaten
Presbyterian
College,
University of Virginia and the
University of Georgia while losing only to Rice Institute.
Captains for this year's Carolina team will be senior halfback
Carl Brazell and senior center
Hugh Bell. Clemson will have
big center Wingo Avery and
quarterback Don King as leaders.
Carolina boasts one of the A.
C. C.'s best quarterbacks and
passers, Mackie Pricket, a flashy
junior who is being counted on
for plenty of passes. Pricket's

main target is Julius Derrick, -a
junior end. The two have been
working together as a pair since
they enrolled at Carolina.
When Pricket and Derrick
can't make the yardage, then
Brazell and Caskey will be called on to do the ground work.
Both are seniors and have had
plenty of experience. As of now
Brazell has an average of 11.3
yards per carry. •
Rex Enright has lost several
of his best linemen through
graduation or otherwise. Among
them are Frank Minervitch, Collier's choice for all-American
guard, Leon Cunningham, and
Spec Granger. Although Carolina's line is not expected to be
as strong asx Clemson's, they are
by no means weak.
Clemson's line-up will probably continue as it did against
Rice with the exception of maybe Don King, who was sidelined
with a knee injury. Howard is
relying on Charlie Bussey to
take over the key position with
ease. Bussey, a 165 pound junior, . is an excellent passer as
well as a ball carrier. Jim' Coleman, a flashy half-back has
been moved to the quarterback
position to help Bussy with all
the work there.
The rest of the backfield is
fairly well taken care of with
Bill O'Dell, Joel Wells, and Joe
Pagliei holding down the key
positions. There is able assistance on the sidelines in Frank
Griffith, Lem McLendon, and
Doug Thompson.
The forward wall of the
Clemson lineup is expected to
be the stronger of the two teams.
There is much weight from end
to end. Joe Bowen and Walt
Laraway will probably start at
the ends while Dick Marazza
and B. C. Inabinet will be at the
tackle positions. The guard positions will find John Grdijan
and Earl Greene. as Capt. Wingo Avery goes over the ball.

McHugh Asks For
More Swimmers for
This Year's Team
The Y. M. C. A. swimming
pool has been quite active in
the last two weeks with th«
freshmen and upper-classmea
trying for the Clemson swimming team. There were only
twelve freshmen and two or
three upper-classmen out as of
last Tuesday afternoon.
• Coach McHugh was disappointed with this small turnout
and wishes that all interested
swimmers, good or bad, would
come out to let him judge them
in accordance with their potentiality.. He thinks that there ars
many boys enrolled at Clemson
who would be a credit to' the
swimming team if they would
only come out and try.
The swimming team now'gets
a large block letter and th«
members of the team eat on the
training table. This is the first
year that the team has been
eligible for a large block letter.
Besides Coach McHugh's need
of more swimmers, he also is
very short of divers. Last year,
he had only one diver to represent the entire team.
This year's schedule is a
rough one and the swimming
team will need all the help that
they can get.
There are big
vacancies to be filled in the dash
events as well as in the distance
department. •
" ,
The University of North Caroline and North Carolina State
are on the schedule for the coming season and both teams are
very strong. Besides these two
teams Coach McHugh is planning to schedule nine other
schools. Among these are Uni-'
versity of South Carolina, Duke
University, Wofford, and Emory.
Maryland and Virginia are also
on tl}e schedule. Maryland for
the first time with a brand new
team.
"To help combat this schedule," says Coach McHugh, "I
will need some good swimmers.
These swimmers are enrolled at
Clemson and will not come out
(Continued on page 5)

YOUR BIG RED LETTER DAY
1. SUPERIOR FILTER Only L&M gives you
the superior filtration of the Miracle Tip, the
purest tip that ever touched your lips. It's white
... all white... pure white!

2. SUPERIOR TASTE L&M's superior taste
comes from superior tobaccos — especially
selected for filter smoking. Tobaccos that are
richer, tastier... and Light and mild.
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Clemson Loses First Game
Of Season To Rice Owls

Frosh Lose To
Ga. Tech Baby
Yellow Jackets

Band Plans Big
Half-Time Program

The Clemson Tiger Band* has
Clemson's Tiger Cubs were
been working hard for the last
turned back in their quest for
few weeks on a special program
victory number two by the Georto be given at the half-time cergia Tech Baby Engineers 25-14
emonies at the Clemson-Caroin Memorial Stadium on Saturlina game next Thursday. This
day night. The game, hidden
program promises to be one of
from the crowd most of the first
the best ever put on at the State
and fourth quarters by fog from
Fair Classic.
the Seneca River bottoms, feaFor months Mr. obert Lovett,
tured Tech's strong running atBy Louis Jordan
the band director, has been plantack and intercepted passes.
The Tigers have suffered their first loss of the season at
ning and preparing the costumes
Floyd Faucette, Engineer quar
the hands of a strong Rice eleven. Timely penalties and
and field events. One pare of the
terback, hit his halfback, Lester
costumes for the band had to be
costly fumbles worked against the Country Gentlemen as
Simerville, with a 5 yard pass
JOEL WELLS
INABINET
ordered from over fifty different
early in the second quarter afthey played in almost perfect football weather under the
companies all over' the United
ter
Clemson
had
fumbled
to
put
brilliant stadium lights.
States.
the
Georgia
team
out
in
front
Wells took the kickoff to reClemson, after journeying alEvery night the Tiger Band has
6-0.
Simerville
also
made
the
most 1200 miles to the city of turn it 45 yards on a spectacuput in at least an hour and a
PAT.
lar
run
back
but
fumbled
and
the
Houston, Texas, lost to the
half at the stadium practicing.
The Cubs, not to be outdone,
B. C. Inabinet, already named the outstanding lineman They are said to be as good or
charges of an old Clemsonite, Rice Owls luck held. Time ran
turned an intercepted Tech pass
Jess Neely. Coach Neely was out on them before they could
into a TD and tied up the game against PC, and Joel Wells, a workhorse for the Tigers all better than any Clemson band
the head coach at Clemson Col- move the pigskin far. The half
Don Gilpin snared an Engineer year, were named as the outstanding players in a losing before them.
ended
with
Rice
leading
the
lege when Frank Howard began
Mr. Lovett has spared no expass and returned twelve yards cause at Rice last Saturday night.
his coaching career in Tigerv^lle. Clemson Tigers 14-0.
pense in gathering material for
to the Tech 37. Rudy Hayes
This game was a battle of "Sil- Dick Marazza opened the secInabinet, "The Lobable Moose," was named for his out- the show. As yet there has been
the Cubs' hard running halfond half of the ball game with
ver Anniversary" coaches.
back
moved
the
ball
18
yards
standing
job in the forward wall against the Texas foes no release as to exactly what the
The big Texas stars were big a beautiful kick into the Rice
and a first down in three trys; A six foot, six inch senior from Columbia, B. C hopes to program will contain, but some
end
zone.
The
Owls
took
over
and bright on Saturday night,
of the members say that it will
then, Ted Moseley connected
but the Rice Owls seemed to on the 20 yard stripe where, after
make the Carolina game his big one, since he will be playing be a comedy given as a take-off
with
Buck
Grover
for
14
yards
have more in mind than poetry. a series of downs they punted
on the State Fair contest.
and the TD. Horace Turbeville in front of his home town folks.
They capitalized on early min- from the 25. The ball went out Jim Coleman drives around his right end for three yards against converted, and the score was
At a practice session Tuesday
of
bounds
at
the
Rice
44
and
the
B.
C.
has
proved
all
of
his
ute fumbles to get a lead which
the Rice Owls in the game at Houston last Saturday. Coleman knotted at 7-7.
average in rushing. %n passing night Mr. Lovett stated "I promTigers
were
in
the
Owls
terri250
pounds
worth
this
year
with
they never lost. For the first
will be a wheelhorse in the coming game with Carolina.
However, Georgia Tech placed sterling play in all the games Wells passed for one touchdown ise this to be as good, if not bettime this year the Tigers could tory.
three touchdowns back to back thus far. Last year, while he and 115 yards in completing ex- ter, than any half-time show the
Bussey tried to pass but could and returned to the 15. Wells benot come from behind to win.
and put the game almost out of played behind All-Conference actly one-half of his attempted Clemson-Carolina fans have seen
Co-Captains Don King and get nowhere with his running came the leading ground gainer
in quite a few years."
reach
for the Cubs. Tim Single- Clyde White, Inabinet stood out passes.
Wingo Avery won the toss at when he could find no receiver. as he drove for ten more yards,
ton
intercepted
a
Moseley
pass
Also
from
Columbia,
Wells
is
in both the Florida and Wake
the. pre-game ceremony and His pass was deflected to the making his total 101 yards in 13
in the third quarter and zig- Forest games, outplaying Bob a junior this year and has been
elected for the Tigers to receive hands of a Rice secondary man tries. O'Dell didn't make the
zagged his way 81 yards to put Bartholomew, the Deacons' bril- playing first string since the
and Clemson lost the ball after first down and Pagliei punted
the opening kick-off.
the Engineers out in front. This liant tackle.
third game of his sophomore
for the 21.
(Continued from page 4)
Receiving with his back to the only two plays.
The finals in the intramural time, the conversion was missed.
year. He was rated the flashiest
Promising
both
himself
and
■wind, Joe Pagliei took the kick Rice had to punt after a series
An off sides penalty gave the
ingoffense, connecting for
all the backs in spring pracon his own 15 and returned it to of plays and Pagliei fumbled but Owls a first down at the Tiger volleyball tournaments will be- After minutes in the fourth his coaches that he could do it, of
tice.
quarter,
Tech
had
another
TD
272
yards
and two touchhe overcame his inconsistency
the 31. From there Rice got its recovered at the three. Clem- 37. Another penalty later in gin Monday afternoon, October
This year, Wells has certainly downs.
first break as Bill O'Dell fumb- son was in the whole. On the the drive kept the Owls going 17, at 4:15. There will be four with Bill McKinney scampering of last year and came out of
third down after the fumble, goalward. The Rice touchdown teams competing in the finals 47 yards with a blocked punt. spring practice with a starting not let up any in his running.
led on the second down.
The Clemson Tigers are
Tech's fourth and final touchHe now leads the Atlantic Coast
The Owls tried the right side Bussey connected on a long pass came with only 6 minutes and 55 which will be played on the vol- down came on a punt return position almost sewn up. Be- Conference in rushing with a
of the line and then to the left. to Bowen. The Tigers were out seconds remaining in the ball leyball courts on the old quad' by Singleton. Behind beautiful cause of his tremendous size, B. 6.2 yards per try average in tops in pass defense, allowThe next three plays found the to the 34, and Wells thrilled the game. The added extra point rangle in front of the old bar- blocking, he danced his way C. has become invaluable in four games thus far. His is ing" only 14 completions for
Owls on the Tigers 17 yard line. crowd with a 27 yard sprint to put the Rice Owls out in front of racks. The four teams selected down the field 66 yards to pay- both defensive line play and of- fifth in total offense a/id has an average of 43.5 yards.
fensive downfield blocking.
From there the Rice quarterback the Rice 39. This was the best the Tigers by a score of 21-7.
to play in the finals were chosen dirt.
Brilliant in spring practice on had a big part in making the They are third in both total
■went to the air for a 17 yard IT so far in the ball game.
The Tigers took the kickoff on the basis of the number of
Not
discouraged
at
all,
the
both
offense and defense, Joel Tiger defense as successful as it
Again
the
Tigers
were
in
Owl
scoring pass well over the heads
and moved to the Rice 36 on an games won plus the number of
offense and rushing offense.
Cubs
took
the
kickoff
and
marchWells
has developed into the is this year.
of Avery and Wells. Hall con- land. Wells, O'Dell and Pogliei exchange of j?unts, and a nice games forfeited. Some of the
With these two boys leading Don King and Charlie Bused
straight
down
the
field
for
rushing
leader
for
the
ACC
this
verted for the Owls. This put ground out the remaining yards pass-run by Pagliei. Bussey was teams won one or two games and
the Tigers this year, Clemson
the Texans out in front 7-0 af for the Tiger touchdown with thrown for a nine yard loss and then did not show up for the 67 yards to make the score 25- year.
should have the best year since sey have led the. Tigers to
14.
A
nine
yard
Moseley
to
After
spring
practice
last
year,
O'Dell
finishing
the
drive.
Charter only four minutes and two
then had a pass intercepted near rest of their scheduled games.
its undefeated season of 1950. secon din pass offense.
Grover
pass
completed
the
Coach
Carl
Wise,
Clemson's
new
lie Bussey's place kick split the the goal. The game ended in a
seconds of playing time.
These two Capital City men
This caused many of the teams
backfield, said of Well's defenPagliei brought the ball back goal posts for a perfect extra loss for the Tigers by a score of to lose out before the finals start- drive.
Next week, in the traditional sive play, "He is as fine a tackl- will receive the Abbott's Sports
to the 31 again. For the second point. The Clemson team was 21-7.
Everything Photographic
ed.
pre-State Fair classic, the Cubs ing halfback as I have ever Award for the past week.
time disaster struck the Caro back in the ball game trailing by
Through the courtesy of Mr. AbFANT'S
CAMERA
The
teams
that
are
on
top
so
take
on
an
undefeated
Universeen."
From
the
experienced
linians. This time Don King fa- one touchdown.
far are numbers 8, 25, 17 and 15. sity of South Carolina Frosh, in wise, this is indeed a compli- bott of Abbott's Men's Shop in
SHOP,
INC.
ded to pass but decided to run.
Rice received the kick-off and
In the finals Monday team num- Carolina Stadium.
ment. He calls Wells a "phee Clemson and Seneca, Inabinet
i
He was hit hard and fumbled at returned it to the 41. Bussey had
"Between the Banks"
and
wells
will
receive
a
shirt
ber 88 will play number 25 and
The Biddies, undefeated in nom" in this department.
the Tiger 28. The Owls recov- to bring down a fleet Rice back
105
E.
Whitner
-CA
4-0707
number 17 will meet 15.
The two games, are led by King
Not only has Wise said this, for their nomenclature as the
Anderson, S. C.
ered, and the Bengal team was at the Clemson 45. The play was
winners of these two games will Dixon, a high school All-Amer- his observations were borne out outstanding players of the week.
in trouble twice without having good for a first down. The Owls
play each other in a tournament ican, from Laurens. Dixon, who last season, when Clemson was
gotten past their own 31 yard drove to the 35 but John Grdijan
which will be held the next day, weighs 165 pounds, averaged third in the nation in total de
line. After a series of penalties and Bill Hudson broke through
Tuesday, at 4:15 at the same 12.9 yards per try -in the Frosh's fense due mostly to the work
the' Tigers took over at the 28. the line to slam Rice for a 12
place.
25-7 win over Wake Forest in of Wells.
""Tells, Pagliei and O'Dell moved yard loss. The third quarter
Griffon Sport Coats
$29.95)
Wells' ability is not limited to
Along with the volleyball their first outing of the season.
1 'ie ball out of danger but Pag- ended with Rice on the Clemson The Canterbury Club is ax.
Plaid Belts
$2.50|
rently holding a series of discus- games, there have been touch He also returned a punt 92 yards the defensive side of the game,
Kei had to punt on a fourth 47 and the score 14-7.
but as Wise said, "He can run
JANTZEN SWEATERS - - VARIETY OF COLORS
down.
The Clemson offense had sions on the theme "Extramari football games going on in the for a TD in the third quarter.
Rudy Hayes and Jim Stevens with that football, and he can
The Texans had the ball again, moved ahead of the Rice team in tal Sex Relations." At the first afternoons on Bowman Field.
but in a different situation. They statistics during the third period. meeting of the series the entire Soon there will be three more challenge Dixon in the running throw, too." Again Wise's obmoved the ball to the Tiger 18 Clemson had 175 yards gained to group participated in a general fields to permit a total of six department for the Tiger Cubs. servations are backed up with
games which can be in progress They and Ted Moseley have cold facts. In 1954 Wells led the
where the Clemson team held. the Rice 173. The Rice quarterfigured greatly in the Cubs' Tigers with a 4.8 yards per try
The first quarter ended with both back Hill quickly changed this discussion of the topic, and at at the same time.
—ENGINEERSThese fields will be located on games thus far.
units playing almost full time.
as he skirted the Clemson end the following meeting the group
shouldbe
a
good
one;
so
let's
all
Last
year
the
Cubs
defeated
To begin the second canto, the for 18 yards. Several penalties split up into small groups to dis the vacant area across from the
GREENVILLE,
SOUTH CAROLINA
the Biddies in the Wednesday get out and pep up the Frosh
Tiger halfback , Wells almost later found the Owls punting cuss the six attitudes of Ameri- front of the Field House.
i~-w-\>J
V^'VW^'VWWWW'V'\\
night game. This year, the game as well as the varsity the next
made it first down as he brought from their 37 yard line.
cans
towards
ex.,
as
found
in
the
the ball to the 26. Joel made the Pagliei took the punt on the 10
Kinsey reports. At the next
grade on the next play as he
meeting Rev. Oliveros will sumdrove to the 29.
(Continued from page 4)
Wells came close to glory land
marize the findings of the dis- to let me decide that they are
as the last man in the Rice seccussion groups and attempt to not good enough for the team."
ondary caught him after a 12
guide the members to the discov- Most boys feel that they are
yard carry. Clemson was at the
ery of a sound, personal attitude not good enough to make a
44 yard marker. Wells and O'Dell
toward the problem of extrama- swimming team and don't even
kept trying the same spot. O'Dell
rital sex relations.
try. These are the boys Coach
found space and went to the Rice
The club also held an infor- McHugh wants to come down to
37. The Tiger team showed its
The Clemson Student Chapter mal dance last Friday night for the Y. M. C. A. pool at four
fangs for the first time.
of the American Society of Me- the members of the Converse o'clock in the afternoon and try
Following several Tiger at- chanical Engineers held its secout.
tempts, it was fourth down and ond meeting of the school year Canterbury Club.
six at the Rice 21. The officials on Tuesday, October 11, in the
said that Clemson delayed so Student Center.
By appointment purveyors of soap to the late King George VI, Yardley & Co., Ltd., London
they stepped off five.
King's
The chairman, Bill Rawl, anfourth down pass was broken up. nounced that the Society would
This stopped the Bengal's drive participate in the joint meeting
at the 26.
of engineering professional clubs
The Tigers got their first big for the purpose of hearing a
break of the game as a Rice pass- speech by a Duke Power Comer fumbled and Jack Bush cov- pany vice-president—C. S. Reed.
ered it. The Clemsonites were This joint meeting will be held
unable to capitalize on this break in the Chemistry Auditorium on
as Coleman missed a first down November 8.
by inches at the Rice 17.
The chairman also announced
With three minutes, twenty
that Dr. Cook, of the School of
seconds left in the half, the
Owls punted from their 40. The Engineering, had released inofficials brought the ball back to formation pertaining to the
the Clemson 45 yard line and prizes awarded for student regave Rice the ball without giving search papers.
Plans for a drop-in party dura penalty signal. Again the Owls
had the advantage. They went ing the homecoming week-end
to work and soon scored from were discussed, but no decision
the 28 marker. Hall again split was reached.
It was decided that new memthe uprights to put the Owls out
In front 14-0 with 2:06 seconds bers would wear plaques, but
would not carry boxes. An iniremaining.
tiation fee of $1.50 was decided
upon. This informal initiation
will begin October 24 and-con
(Continued from page 4)
tinue through the remainder of
number one man as he finished that week.
first in the time trials and also
The regular meetings of the
took first place in the meet with ASME from now on will be on
Duke.
the first and third Tuesdays of
Coach Norman's charges will each month.
meet a much stronger team than
Duke this coming Saturday but
have high hopes as to the re©A.T.CO.
sults.
Wednesday afternoon before
the freshman football game at
Six Glemson students were
Carolina, these same boys will cited recently for "outstanding
the pleasure comes thru in Filter Tip Tareyton; You get
challenge the Carolina team. work" at summer camp.
he full, rich taste of Tareyton's quality tobaccos in a filter cigarette
Carolina also has a strong team.
Cadet Alfred H. Hudson, anithat smokes milder, smokes smoother, draws easier.;;and it'»
but again the Tiger lads favor mal husbandry major from
the only filter cigarette with a genuine cork tip.
themselves.
Bluffton, was named as the outTarevton's filter is pearl-gray because it contains Activated
The probable starters for the standing cadet of Co. "D", one
Charcoal for real filtration. Activated Charcoal is used to purify
two meets are based on their of four companies.
Yardley brings you
placement in the time trials. The
F. C. Anderson, R. T. Tisdale,
air, water, foods and beverages, so you can appreciate its imv
men who will represent Clem- W. P. Heath, and A. H. Judson
portance in a filter cigarette.
months
and
months
of
shaving
luxuryson, named in the order they all fired expert on the U. S.
Yes,
Filter
Tip
Tareyton
is
the
filter
cigarette
that really filters;
finished in the trails, are: Jack- rifle, caliber .30 M-l.
London
style
that
you
can
really
taste...and
the
taste
is
great!
son, Bickens, Venturella, Metz.
Cadet W. J. Purvis was BatQuattlebaum, Bramlette and talion Commander for the final
Tinsley.
review of the camp.
From London, the world's center of fashions for men, comes
the Yardley Shaving Bowl. This distinguished soap — imported from England and packaged in America — should give
you up to six months of shaving luxury. The rich lather
ANDERSON, S. C.
wilts the beard, soothes the face and softens the skin in
AMERICA'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF CIGARETTES
Farm Implements - - Sporting Goods
PRODUCT OF
wondrous fashion. At your campus store, $1.25.rMakers and
"Serving This Section Since 1895"
distributors for U. S. A., Yardley of London, Inc., New York.

Fumbles And Penalties Hurt
Tiger Offense In Rice Game

Wells; Inabinet Get Awards
For Last Week's Game

Intramural Volly
Ball Games Now
In Final Week

WELLS AND

Canterbury Club
Has Discussions Of
Everyday Problem

HOKE SLOAN

J.E.SIRRINECO.JNC.

McHUGH ASKS

Duke Power Co.
Veep To Address
ASME On Nov. 8th

'otec&mf -tktc

...THE TASTE IS GREAT!

CLEMSON

Six Clemson Men
Cited At Camp

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

FILTER TIP

TAREYTON

THE TTGER-^He Roars For Clemson A & M»
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SCHEDULE OF MEETING TIMES
Week

Time

Monday

6:30

Y Cabinet
Freshman Y Council

7:30

L-1

Thursday

Church

Military Clubs

Blue Key

Block "C"
Minor "C"
Miscellaneous

Organizations

Alpha Phi Omega

6:30

Y Cabinet
Freshman Y Council
Hon. Professionals

Professionals

Church

Scabbard & Blade
4-H Club

7:30

Sigma Tau Epsilon

Tiger Brotherhood

Organizations

Student Government Emergency Time

6:30

Y Cabinet
Freshman Y Council

County Club
Emergency Time

Church

Military Clubs
Emergency Time

2, 3, 4, Y Councils

7:30

Blue Key

Emergency Time
Elock& Minor "C"
Miscellaneous

Organizations

Alpha Phi Omega

Emergency Time

6:30

Y Cabinet Council
Emergency Time for
Hon. Professionals

Alpha Tau Alpha
Emergency Time for
Professionals

Church

Phi Eta Sigma
Emergency Time for 2, 3, 4, Y Councils
4-H Club

Sigma Tau Epsilon
Emergency Time

Tiger Brotherhood

Organizations

4
7:30

Oil Refining Co.
Meets At Clemson

Friday

County Clubs

2

3

Wednesday

Tuesday

Forty officials of Republic Oil
Refining Company attended a
sales meeting at the Clemson
House last Thursday, October 6.
The company representative!
convened Wednesday to inspect
the company's new plant at Belton.
The vice-president and sales
manager, R. L. Wentworth of
Pittsburgh, presided at the twoday meeting.

2, 3, 4 Y Council
Emergency
Time
2, 3, 4, Y Councils

Clemson Theatre
(The Country Gentlemen'! Theatn)

Clemson, South Carolina
Student Government Emergency Time

Phone 6011

1. The Schedule is set up on a monthly basis. Extra days of the month may be used for Emergency Meetings.
5. The Schedule is made out according to the Classification of Student Organizations.
S. Emergency Meetings may be called any week day after dinner, or during any free time provided that such meetings do not interfere with classes, or scheduled
events. These Emergency Meetings are to be of a brief nature, and for purposes of discussing trips, etc.
4.

Organizations may have meeting notices read over the Public Address System in the Dining Hall, but only for emergency meetings. These notices must be approved by the Blue Key Student Adviser to the Council of Club Presidents.

5. Publications are not included in the schedule..

Many Companies Will Visit
Campus To interview Seniors
Student" Personnel Records
should now be turned into the
Department Heads. All forms
left at the Placement Office
have been sent to the Departments. These personal contacts
will give prospective graduates
an opportunity to discuss the
coming interview visits and how
they will help in selecting suitable positions. The completed
records will be of further value
When returning veterans, and
other alumni wishing to change
employment, utilize the Placement Office.
More than a hundred interview dates are now scheduled
for this school year. Student
clubs and other groups may
wish to secure these representatives as guest speakers. Further details concerning their
visits are available in the
Placement Office (phone 241).
Other companies are expected
to schedule recruiting trips
soon, which will be announced
in later bulletins.
Between the State Fair and
Thanksgiving Holidays, the following companies will 'conduct
interviews on the campus: Carter Oil Company, Lockheed Aircraft, Navy Department, National Security Agency, Robbins
Air Force Base, Deering Milliken, Combustion Engineers,

Aluminum Company of America, Proctor and Gamble, West
Virginia Pulp and Paper Company, North American Aviation,
Burlington Industries, Schlumberger Well-Surveying, Bendix
Radio, General Electric, National Carbon, Florida light and
Power, American ENKA Corporation, International Paper, U.
S. Navy Air Development and
Material Center, Esso - Baton
Rouge, Carbide and Carbon
Chemicals-Oak Ridge.
During the remainder of the
first semester, company representatives from the following
organizations will also visit
Clemson to talk with interested
students: Naval Gun Factory,
Carbide and Carbon Chemical,
Charleston, W. Va., Aberdeen
Proving Grounds, ColumbiaSouthern Chemical Corp., Radio
Corporation of America, Sperry
Farragut Company, Chemstrand
Corporation, Glenn L. Martin
Company, Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock, Dupont,
Riegel Textile, American Blower, Southern Bell (for AT&T),
Tennessee Valley Authority,
Sperry-Gyroscope, Eclipse-Pioneer-Bendix, Bethlehem Steel,
Pratt and Whitney, Tennessee
Coal and Iron, American Viscose,
U. S. Navy Ordnance, Buckeye Cotton Oil, and Goodrich
Chemical.
Interviews before State Fair
holidays: Tuesday, October 18,
Room 214, Riggs Hall, McDonnell Aircraft, St. Louis, CE, EE,
and ME.

Ceramic Society
Plans Party For
New Initiates
The Clemson Student Chapter
of the American Ceramic Society
held its first meeting of the 195556 school year Tuesday night at
Olin Hall. The invitation and
initiation of new members was
discussed and an invitation party
was planned for Friday, October
28th. A social committee and an
initiation committee were appointed to plan the party and
formal initiation of new members.
The officers for this year are:
Harold Howard, president; Joe
Edwards, vice-president and
treasurer; Spike Vance, secretary; and Jim Thomason, corresponding secretary.

Dr. T. A. White
Speaks At Future
Teachers Meet
The Clemson Chapter of the
Future Teachers of America held
its first meeting of the school
year on Tuesday, October 11th.
There were twenty-three present for the meeting.
Dr. T. A. White of the School
of Education, gave a talk on the
history and purpose of the F. T.
A.
This chapter's aim is to train
students for the teaching profession, and all education students are invited to join the
organization.
The chapter voted to change
its meeting time from 6:30 p. m.
to 6:00 p. m. The next meeting
will be on November 8th.

Friday - Saturday
The new elected Freshmen representatives to the Student
Assembly are top row left to right: Jimmy Smith and Tony
Vickers. Bottom row: Jimmy Wells and Bill Wylie. absent from
picture is JoeCox.

Representatives Of Horry County Club
Freshman Council Elections
N5A To Visit Here Has Initial Meeting;
Representatives of the NaSecurity Agency will visit
Announced For Next Tuesday tional
Elections Are Held
Clemson on October 28th for the
The election of the three freshman representatives to the
Freshman Council will be held
next Tuesday. As announced in
the TIGER last week, the Freshman Council will consist of the
vice-president of the student
body; the vice-presidents of the
senior, junior and sophomore
classes; and three elected members of the freshman class.
Nominations for the representatives will be made by petitions
signed by thirty freshmen. These
petitions must be turned in to
Connie Faucette in Room F-101
by 10 p. m., Sunday.
The purpose of the Freshman
Council is to enforce the "rat"
regulations which were also announced in last week's TIGER.

County Club Formed
For Abbeville And
McCormick Students
The Abbeville - McCormick
County Club held its initial
meeting of the year Tuesday
night of last week. This meeting was presided over by Oliver
Erwin, last years' vice-president.
The following new officers
were elected for the 1955-56
school year: Oliver Erwin, president; James R. Hill, vice-president; Julius King, secretary;
and George Bowen, treasurer.
Various business matters were
discussed, and plans for the annual Christmas Ball, which the
club sponsors, were made. The
meeting was adjourned by newly
elected president.

Gamma Kappa Alpha
Will Initiate 24 New
Members At Meeting
Gamma Kappa Alpha met
Tuesday night at their regular
meeting. A commitee of pledges,
headed by sophomore member,
Bob Tribble, was designated to
prepare decorations for the
Homecoming game.
It was voted that time of meet-

Alpha Psi Omega
Discusses Stunt
Night At Meeting
Last Monday night at the regular meeting of Alpha Psi
Omega, the dramatic fraternity
on campus, it was decided to extend the deadline for entrances
for stunt night to Monday, October 17, at 4 o'clock. Any organization may enter by going by
Mr. J. Roy Cooper's office in the
office of Student Affairs in .the
Student Center and filling out
an entrance blank. So far nine
clubs have entered the event. A
silver loving cup and a plaque
will be given to the winner plus
cash prizes for the top three
stunts.
The club will also help with
the Maid of Cotton contest and
the Clemson Little Theatre production, The Tender Trap.
ings would be moved up to six
o'clock.
Informal initiation is being
held this week with twenty-four
new pledges attending. Formal
initiation will be held the week
of the 24th.

■^FARLWfSoSDICK
IF YOUSE CAN LICK T
OUR-c"oCKi£.'-NEW '
v
MEMBER,TH' WHOLE GANG |
WILL SURRENDER.FOSDICKS

purpose of interviewing persons
interested in positions with that
agency of the United States government.
Any electrical engineering or
mechanical engineering majors
or persons majoring in mathematics or physics, who are interested in working with electronic computers, complex radio
and recording equipment, and
other electronic equipment, may
apply for one of these positions.
All students who plan to graduate this year with a degree in
this field, and who are citizens
of the United States, are invited
to meet with these representatives when they come to Clemson.

Mu Beta Psi Holds
Formal Initiation
For Seven Students
Formal initiation was held
Monday night for new members
of Mu Beta Psi, musical fraternity. Requirements for membership in Mu Beta Psi are two
years of musical service at
Clemson and an active interest
in promoting music at Clemson.
Those initiated were: Emory
Bishop,
Spartanburg; Oscar
Bishop, Georgetown, Jerome
Morrow, Inman; Paul Bazemore,
Wirmsboro;
Wylie
Brannen,
Whitmire; Kirk Sullivan, Greenwood; and Johnny Sinclair, Camden.
OWCHtf-MV SHREWD LEGAL
GAL I
SENSE TELLS ME THIS FIGHT
3HT
IS-G°>-p-?-NOT ENTIRELY
FAIR.'!''— BUT—

Lr

The Horry County Club held
its initial meeting of the year
last Wednesday night in the
Student Center. Sixteen freshmen and upperclassmen were
present.
After the general aims of the
club were explained to the new
members, the elections for the
new year were held. Bill Page
of Green Sea was elected president; Talbert Gerald of Loris,
vice-president; Elwood Gerald
of Loris, secretary - treasurer;
and Jerry Ausband of Conway,
reporter.
The next meeting was set for
October 12 in Clubroom 5 immediately after supper.

October 14-15
Walt Disney's
II

Ladyandthe
Tramp"
(Technicolor)
Plus "Switerlani* .

Monday and Tuesday
October 17-18

"TheStriike"
June Allyson • Jose Terrier.

Wednesday-Thursday
October 19-20

"Heirs Island"
John Payne - Mary Murphy
(Technicolor)

Mauldin Chevrolet Company
YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER
Pendleton Phone 3821

Clemson Phone 5387

We Service All Makes and Models

Pendleton, S. C.
CONTAINS NATURE'S
LANOUN.7-RELIEVES
DRVNESS-r-REMOVES
LOOSE -OGH.7DANDRUFF.fGETWILDROOr
CREAM-OIL
CHARLIE.1?

BUT, DAT
WOULD BE
ILLtfiALMVNAME
IS
ARTHUR*

>N£Y CREARPoiLGftOOMS A*„
CONDITIONS HAI* THE NATURAL WAY!

When you've worked pretty late
And the issue looks great...
Why not celebrate! Have a CAMEL!

This is a small part of the huge crowd which
fathered last year on Thursday morning in

Columbia for the Tiger pep rally.
pep rally will be held this year.

Another

fwepfegatrei

L C. Martin Drug Co.

Ifs a psychological fact: Pleasure helps
your disposition. If you're a smoker, remember— more people get more pur*
pleasure from Cornels then from any
other cigarette!

Sodas - Stationary - Pennants
CLEMSON, S. C.

No other cigarette is so
tasting, yet so mild!

Clemson Book Store
See Paul Harrison
For Monograming Slide Rules, Note Books,
and Leather Goods Every
Tuesday in Book Store
t
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